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Abstract 

The problem of multi-camera system, in which the synchronization was a priority issue, has been raised in the 
beginning of the 20th century. It was caused by significant growth of application, in which computer vision technology 
realized in real-time, mode play the major role. Lately multi-camera synchronization problem is related to three-
dimensional reconstruction. It is estimated that 3D imaging market was worth 16.6 billion USD by 2020 year 
(in 2015 this market was worth only 4.9 billion USD). This constitute raise at 27.64% calculated as CAGR 
(Compound Annual Growth Rate) indicator. However, presently there exists many issues disturbing in develop full 
functional 3D imaging systems wherein robust and mapping accuracy are not related with the system total price. 
Multi-camera imaging (MCI) technology is a perfect candidate to obtain 3D imaging, moreover the systems contains 
this type of solution already existed but they possess limitation. First of all, MCI are perfect for reconstruction static 
objects. 

This paper describes the common known problem concerning multi-camera system in which correlation between 
independently taken images from the multiple viewpoints must be extremely high in the time domain. However, some 
kinds of application do not require perfect snapshot synchronization but time delay must be exactly known. Generally, 
camera synchronicity issue can be achieved through hardware or software solution. Hardware triggering usually 
ensures high synchronicity precision and is robust but it is always associated with expensiveness. In turn of software 
triggering the application architecture in hardware point of view are simpler and inexpensive although they are 
uncertainty as hardware solution. Additionally, in the paper author's main attention was focused on possibility of 
synchronization pentadruple cameras system with GigE interface with hardware and software triggering and 
estimation software solution average time delay in comparison with hardware triggering. 
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1. Introduction

Vision is the one of most exiting sensing mechanism capable to use on very large scale [5]. 
Many biological systems use vision formed in the cycle of millions years of natural evolution 
process and use it as their most prominent way for gathering information about their environment. 
Vision is a perfect candidate for gathering information about surrounding environment for 
machines and robots [3, 5, 11]. 

The camera as a tool in science can deliver a lot of information about surrounding world [13] 
and helps to understand the many physical phenomena’s. However, today the major camera role 
has changed. The vision devices are not only used to object and process observe but on the vision 
data, digital mapping and object representation must be achieved. The problem of multi-camera 
system [2, 9, 12], in which the synchronization was a priority parameter has been raised in the 
beginning of the 20th century. It was caused by significant growth of application in which 
computer vision technology realized in real-time mode [7] play the major role. However, presently 
there exist many issues disturbing in develop full functional 3D imaging systems wherein robust 
and mapping accuracy are not related with the system total price. Multi-camera imaging (MCI) [1] 
technology is a perfect candidate to obtain relatively cheap 3D imaging [4, 6], moreover the 
systems contain this type of solution has already existed but they possess a lot of limitation [6]. 
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This paper describes the common known problem concerning multi-camera system in which 
correlation between independently taken images from the multiple viewpoints must be extremely 
high in the time domain. However, some kinds of application do not require perfect snapshot 
synchronization but the time delay must be exactly known. Generally, camera synchronicity issue 
can be achieved through hardware or software solution. Hardware triggering usually ensures high 
synchronicity precision and are robust, but it always associates with expensiveness and raises the 
total cost. In turn of software triggering the application architecture in hardware point of view are 
simpler and inexpensive although they are uncertainty as hardware solution. Additionally in the 
paper author main attention was focused of possibility synchronization pentadruple cameras 
system with GigE interface with hardware and software triggering and estimation software 
solution average time delay in comparison with hardware triggering. 
 
2. Vision system for hardware and software trigger delay measure – an architecture 

 
As a test platform, an industrial PC built in PXI (PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation) standard 

was used. The PXI B (Fig. 1.) main controller it was equipped with 2.3 GHz eight-core Intel Xeon 
processor and 24 GB of RAM (Random Access Memory) memory. The computing power of the 
described unit measured in FLOPS (FLoating Operations Per Second) were 271 Gigaflops at 
a CPU (Central Processor Unit) frequency 2.2945 GHz. Applied PXI architecture allows to use 
three independent NIC (Network Interface Card) with dual GigE board each. To obtain hardware 
trigger functionality another PC in PXI standard was used to generate external voltage trigger 
signal (PXI A). On the PXI the real-time OS was deployed. The entire architecture of the vision 
system was presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. The architecture to estimate hardware vs. software trigger time delay  
For the experiment purposes the cameras array (see Fig. 2.) was built. The array contains five 

Basler SCA640-70GM unit with GigE interface. A maximum cameras resolution (659x490) to the 
test was used, additionally the exposure time was as short as possible with the subject to the each 
caught image must be enough bright. With use of a special holder each cameras optical axis was 
spaced on 65 mm distance in the perpendicular directions. 
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Fig. 2. The pentadruple GigE camera array – front view 

 
Relatively small camera optic axis displacement allows capturing the same visible area in each 

device. In the camera field of view two-computer monitors display different content were placed. 
The first used monitor was a CRT (Cathode-Ray Tube) type; the second was a well-known LCD 
(Liquid Cristal Display) display. On the first one, there was display a pattern that allows observing 
a horizontal refresh rate while the second show a counter with 0.01s accuracy (see Fig. 3).  
 

 
Fig. 3. From the left: CRT (pattern) and LCD (counter) monitors are visible  

 

3. Physical principles of measurement 
 
To generate the image on the CRT monitor an electron beam produced at the cathode ray is 

accelerated and focused to strike on the screen covered by phosphor layer. In a CRT monitor it is 
possible to distinguish two basic parameters: horizontal and vertical refresh rate. Horizontal 
refresh rate determines how many times per second the electron beam travels along a single 
horizontal line and returns to the beginning. This frequency is expressed by kilohertz (kHz). The 
number of horizontal lines depends on the monitor screen resolution. Whereas vertical refresh rate 
specifies how many times per second the entire screen was refreshed. However, the CRT monitor 
refresh rate is the number of horizontal lines multiplied by the vertical frequency.  
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To measure the camera unsync time with CRT monitor help is necessary to capture the same 
screen by the all tested devices. Afterwards, by analyse of the corresponding frames taken from the 
cameras. In our case the first, second, third, fourth and fifth cameras frames must be caught 
simultaneously to determine unsync time. In each recorded frame it is possible to see the position 
of the CRT monitor's electron beam at the display pattern. The electron beam positions will be 
different for the same frames caught by others camera when they are unsynchronized. Depending 
on the camera exposure time, more than one line of electron beam can be visible in each frame. 
With known vertical and horizontal refresh rates it possible to calculate the time in which the 
electron beam draw one line tsl (1) and consequently time need to draw an entire single frame tsf on 
the display (2): 
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where: 
fH – horizontal refresh rate, 
fV – vertical refresh rate. 

To calculate the total unsync time, in case when we examine more than two cameras it is 
necessary to choose the reference device. Usually a reference device is the camera, which caught 
the earliest frame. The total unsync time can be calculated only in comparisons with the reference 
device frame, so in fact it allows to formulate equations to calculate the total unsync time, 
presented bellow (3): 
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where: 
x1, x2 – electron beam position on the pattern in each caught frames, 
y1, y2 – duration of the one screen refresh cycle in each caught frames. 
 
3.1 Trigger action 
 
3.1.1. Hardware trigger  

 
Generally, some type of measurements can be realized any time and it is not relevant when the 

start or stop was realized. Usually, the static measurements do not need the triggering [1]. 
Unfortunately, the static measurements in vision application are rather than any form of 
measurements of time varying phenomena’s. Additionally the camera constitutes a natural 
equivalent and expansion human eye capabilities and it has usually a much greater technical 
capabilities in surrounding world observation. Hardware triggering allows executing an action to 
begin when some definite condition is met [8]. To induce hardware trigger the right digital 
electronic signal is necessary. In cameras, there is usually some type of voltage signal. The data 
collection start/ stop signal was induced through specific criteria will be met. This kind of 
hardware control of the any device type and the measurement process is called hardware 
triggering. In the theory, it is simple, but in real measurement process vision hardware, triggering 
is a complicated issue. In some experiments to obtain a proper signal to induce, trigger action an 
analog signal must be converted into digital form, which might be awkward. The hardware trigger 
effect on pentadruple camera system was presented in the Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. External hardware trigger images assembly from five cameras 

 
As it can be observed, each snapshot was taken in the same period. The counter on the LCD 

screen shown the same value (00:01:10.38), additionally the electron beam on the CRT was caught 
in the same place (approximately on the 200 position at the pattern). However, simultaneously 
activation of the camera shutter under the hardware trigger action does not raise amazement but 
constitutes a reference point to another software trigger experiment. 

 
3.1.2. Software trigger 

 
To determinate when the measuring process start/stop is possible too through the proper 

configuration a type of software code to command it. This is the main idea behind a "software 
triggering". Software triggering involves two types of issues. The first one involves the "chicken" 
or "egg" paradox. We do not want the measurements captured until we trigger but on the other 
hand we do not have any reference point in triggering. The second type of problem is constituted 
with triggering many devices in the same period using software command. In case of set cameras 
participating in some type of vision system – the shutter time delay of each camera is not exactly 
known and that constitutes the basic issue.  

 
4. Multi-camera system – software trigger 

 
The architecture of the tested system was presented and described in the chapter 2. To the test 

of the multi-camera system releasing with software trigger command it was used array containing 
five Basler SCA640-70GM camera with GigE interface. Three independent series of measurement 
was conducted (Fig. 5.) and on this base the software trigger calculation was done (Fig. 6-8).  

The main difficulty in the presented data interpretation depends on the applied method 
disadvantage. In the each measure test the cameras unsync must be calculated in reference to the 
fastest device. It impossible to predict the fastest device in each test because in each step different 
device can be fastest. The described problem is visible in Fig. 6-8, where accordingly the fifth 
(Fig. 6), fourth (Fig. 7) and again the fifth (Fig. 8) devices were the fastest, therefore the time 
delay for this devices were accepted as zero second. The counter on the LCD screen on all taken 
snapshots (within each test set) shows the same value adequately 0:00:07.23 in first row, 
00:04:29.56 in second row and 00:07:42.65 in the third row in the Fig. 5. This indicates that 
difference in time delay for all taken frames is under 1.0x10-2 s. After calculation in applied 
architecture, the average software trigger delay was reached 1.1x10-4 s., calculated as value 
relative to the fastest camera in the each experiment. 
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Fig. 5. Software trigger actions 

 
 

Fig. 6. The software trigger (solid line) time delay in reference to camera 5 with calculated standard deviation 
(dashed line) 

 

 
Fig. 7. The software trigger (solid line) time delay in reference to camera 4 with calculated standard deviation 

(dashed line) 
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Fig. 8. The software trigger (solid line) time delay in reference to camera 5 with calculated standard deviation 

(dashed line) 
 
5. Final remarks 

 
The obtained results allow concluding that it is possible to build and configure multi-camera 

vision software trigger system and achieve results similar to hardware solution. However, the 
GigE interface is good choice for multi-cameras system with particular focus any trigger solution. 
The presented interface determines several conditions that must be met at the same time to achieve 
hardware trigger functionality on software application, most of all:  
− the CPU of the used vision terminal must have enough computer power, 
− each camera must be connected to the own GigE expansion card and the all infrastructure must 

be “jumbo frame” compatible, 
− during the all test pentadruple camera array Ethernet cable linked cameras with GigE adapter 

do not exceed 5 m, therefore the longest cable can change the final results, 
− each camera was connected to the same stabilized DC power source.  

It should be emphasized that to obtain the listed condition in any infrastructure is not cheap, 
therefore the total prize of the software and hardware trigger solution cannot be compared. 
However at the start of experiment the camera array contain six devices but under the test the 
cam03 was death after receiving on of the external trigger signal. It may suggest that hardware 
trigger in some cases can be deathly; therefore the software solution is much safer for the devices.  
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